Gene expression profiles correlate with the morphology and metastasis characteristics of renal cell carcinoma cells.
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) shows various clinical behaviors, and currently surgical modalities are the only effective therapy against this cancer. To discern the genomic background affecting clinical characteristics such as metastasis, we analyzed the gene expression profiles of the RCCs by DNA microarray using cell lines originating from primary or metastatic lesions. RNA was extracted from ten SKRC RCC cell lines and gene expression profiling was performed using a cDNA microarray of nearly 4,000 human cDNA clones. We compared the gene expression profiles between these SKRC cell lines and the normal renal proximal tubular cell line and among SKRC cell lines that showed different characteristics. The clustering of the selected 62 genes revealed similar profiling patterns between SKRC-17 and SKRC-29 cells that were derived from metastatic RCC lesions. Another cell line from a metastatic lesion, SKRC-52, with a unique spindle-shaped morphology, had a different pattern of expression profiling from the other cell lines. We found several genes up-regulated in the cell lines from metastatic lesions; transgelin, which is reportedly involved in cell proliferation and migration, was up-regulated in SKRC-52. The unique profiling pattern of gene expression clearly correlated with cell morphology and metastatic potential. Such profiling might contribute to identifying the genes involved in the clinical characteristics of RCC.